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ROPE ACCESORIES
DYNEEMA DOG BONE SOFT LOCKS
with cover
It is high load soft link that can be used for any sort of attachments. Due to its strength
and light weight dyneema soft lock with cover can be used for various tasks onboard. It is
easy to open and close and as a result of construction can achieve extreme high loads
with small sizes.
ADVANTAGES
1. Lightweight. Dog bone Soft locks are made from HMPE fibers and as a result are
extremely light, flexible and easy to handle.
2. Easy to use. Without using any tools it is very simple to connect and disconnect.
3. Safe. It is soft link made with rope fibers. It cannot damage any of your expensive
hardware, sails, mast, paint or windows.
4. Strength. Dyneema covered dog bone soft locks are extremely strong, prepared for
high loads and also protected with chafe protection.
All our gear is proved by load testing and can be certified to the load indicated for
each size and length.
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DYNEEMA DOG BONE SOFT LOCKS
without cover
It is high load soft link that can be used for any sort of attachments. Due to its strength
and light weight dyneema soft lock can be used for various tasks onboard. It is easy to
open and close and as a result of construction can achieve extreme high loads with small
sizes.
ADVANTAGES
1. Lightweight. Dog bone Soft locks are made from HMPE fibers and as a result are
extremely light, flexible and easy to handle.
2. Easy to use. Without using any tools it is very simple to connect and disconnect.
3. Safe. It is soft link made with rope fibers. It cannot damage any of your expensive
hardware, sails, mast, paint or windows.
4. Strength. Dog bone soft locks are extremely strong, prepared for high loads.
All our gear is proved by load testing and can be certified to the load indicated for
each size and length.
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Uncovered DYNEEMA LOOPS
It is simple and with huge potential soft link that can be used for any sort of attachments.
It is a perfect replacement for any high load heavy mast fittings, block attachments and
shackles. Due to its strength and light weight dyneema Endless loop can be used for
various tasks onboard.
ADVANTAGES
1. Lightweight. Soft loops are made from HMPE fibers and as a result are extremely
light, flexible and easy to handle.
2. Easy to use. Without using any tools it is very simple to connect and disconnect.
3. Safe. It is soft link made with rope fibers. It cannot damage any of your expensive
hardware, sails, mast, paint or windows.
4. Strength. Dyneema uncovered loops are extremely strong and prepared for high
loads.
All our gear is proved by load testing and can be certified to the load indicated for
each size and length.
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DYNEEMA COVERED LOOPS
It is simple and with huge potential soft link that can be used for any sort of attachments.
It is a perfect replacement for any high load heavy mast fittings, block attachments and
shackles. Due to its strength and light weight dyneema Endless loop can be used for
various tasks onboard.
ADVANTAGES
1. Lightweight. Soft loops are made from HMPE fibers and as a result are extremely
light, flexible and easy to handle.
2. Easy to use. Without using any tools it is very simple to connect and disconnect.
3. Safe. It is soft link made with rope fibers. It cannot damage any of your expensive
hardware, sails, mast, paint or windows.
4. Strength. Dyneema covered loops are extremely strong, prepared for high loads and
also protected with chafe protection.
All our gear is proved by load testing and can be certified to the load indicated for
each size and length.
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SOFT SHACKLE
It is simple and with huge potential soft
link thatcan be used for any sort of
attachments. On your blocks, halyards,
sheets or other variety of purposes due
to its strength and light weight soft
shackle has become irreplaceable part
on all type of boats and is being also
used in other industries.
ADVANTAGES
1. Lightweight. Soft shackles are
made from HMPE fibers and as a result
are extremely light, flexible and easy to
handle.
2. Easy to use. Without using any
tools it is very simple to open, close or
relocate.
3. Safe. It is soft link made with rope
fibers. It cannot damage any of your
expensive hardware, sails, mast or
windows.
4. Cost effective.
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SOFT SHACKLE with chafe cover
It is simple and with huge potential soft link that can be used for any sort of attachments.
On your blocks, halyards, sheets or other variety of purposes due to its strength and light
weight soft shackle with chafe cover has become irreplaceable part on all type of boats
and is being also used in other industries.
Due to the extra protection with chafe cover this type of soft shackle becomes very
durable solution.
ADVANTAGES
1. Lightweight. Soft shackles are made
from HMPE fibers and as a result are
extremely light, flexible and easy to
handle.
2. Easy to use. Without using any tools it is
very simple to open, close or relocate.
3. Safe. It is soft link made with rope fibers.
It cannot damage any of your expensive
hardware, sails, mast or windows.
4. Cost effective.
5. Durable. The extra chafe protection
makes soft shackle to last longer with
heavy use.
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DYNEEMA COVERED STROPS
IIt is simple and with huge potential soft link that can be used for any sort of attachments.
It is a perfect replacement for any high load heavy mast fittings, block attachments and
shackles. Due to its strength and light weight dyneema strop can be also used for:
1. Mooring line attachments
2. Runner or backstay attachments
3. Boom vang attachment
4. Lifting or towing gear
5. Spinnaker tack attachment
ADVANTAGES
1. Lightweight. Soft strops are made from HMPE
fibers and as a result are extremely light, flexible and easy to handle.
2. Easy to use. Without using any tools it is very simple to open, close or relocate.
3. Safe. It is soft link made with rope fibers. It cannot damage any of your expensive
hardware, sails, mast or windows.
4. Strength. Dyneema covered strops are extremely strong, prepared for high loads and
also protected with chafe protection.
All our gear is proved by load testing and can be certified to the load indicated for
each size and length.
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Uncovered STROPS
It is simple and with huge potential soft link that can be used for any sort of attachments.
It is a perfect replacement for any high load heavy mast fittings, block attachments and
shackles. Due to its strength and light weight dyneema strop can be also used for:
Mooring line attachments
Runner or backstay attachments
Boom vang attachment
Lifting or towing gear
Tack attachment
ADVANTAGES
1. Lightweight. Soft strops are made from HMPE fibers and as a result are extremely
light, flexible and easy to handle.
2. Easy to use. Without using any tools it is very simple to open, close or relocate.
3. Safe. It is soft link made with rope fibers. It cannot damage any of your expensive
hardware, sails, mast or windows.
4. Strength. Dyneema covered strops are extremely strong, prepared for high loads.
All our gear is proved by load testing and can be certified to the load indicated for
each size and length.
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ALLEN SHACKLES
Straight shackles with Allen screws

Bow Captive pin shackles

Long Captive pin shackles

Straight Captive pin shackles
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Twisted Captive pin shackles

Bow Captive pin shackles

Straight shackles HR

Halyard Key shackles

Key PIN shackles
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Bow Standard shackles

Large Standard shackles

Straight Standard shackles

Twisted Standard shackles
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SNAP SHACKLES
Snap HOOKS

Snap shackles fixed

Snap shackles with PIN

Snap shackles with ring

Snap shackles without ring
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RONSTAN SNAP SHACKLES
Product information
The heavy duty plunger springs and precision components ensure dependable service.
Body and hasp profiles are designed for easy clearance of lines and fittings when
released.
High strength to weight ratio. Split ring plunger pin is spot welded for security. A lanyard
can be attached to the plunger pin for easy opening.
Materials
Grade 15-5PH investment cast stainless steel body and hasp.
Grade 316 stainless steel plunger pin and spring.

Ronstan snap shackles with pin base
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Standart Ronstan snap shackles fixed

Ronstan snap shackles with adaptor

Ronstan snap shackles with large ring

Ronstan snap shackles with ring

Ronstan snap shackles with toggle
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RONSTAN SNAP SHACKLES WITH CARDAN
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Trunnion swivel head allows both 360 degrees
rotation and side to side articulation.
MATERIALS
Grade 15-5PH investment cast stainless steel
body and hasp.
Grade 316 stainless steel plunger pin and
spring.

Cardan snap shackles with adaptor

Cardan snap shackles with large ring

Cardan snap shackles with ring
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RINGS AND TRIANGLES
Rings

Triangles
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EYE BOLTS AND SCREWS
Eye bolts
Screws

PAD EYES
Pad eyes and eye bridge
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Reinforced Pad eyes (Ronstan high quality)

Folding, 2 screws (RPE-201…203)

Folding, 3 screws (RPE-204…207)

FRhomb (RPE-211)

Round (RPE-212…217)
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Folding, long eye (RPE-208…210)

Removable (RPE-218..220)
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THREADED EYES
Threaded eyes with metric thread

Threaded eyes with thread for wood

(TEW-108, TEW-110)
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(TEW-109, TEW-111)
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(TEW-112, TEW-113)

(TEW-114, TEW-116)

Threaded eyes with metric thread AISI 316

Threaded eyes with metric thread AISI 316

Threaded eyes “U" - AISI 316
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TYLASKA
Double snap shackle Tylaska combination

Welded ring versión

Standard version
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Tylaska shackles are also available
as a stock item joined together at
the bails. This arrangement is ideal
for temporarily holding the guy
during a running spinnaker change
or “peel” as it is sometimes called.
Two Tylaska trigger shackles are
then fitted to the linked bail to
produce a “peeling strop” or
“handcuffs” as they are often
nicknamed. Other configurations
available upon request, including
welded ring versions and individual
linked bails.
Every unit is pull tested and
released under several different
load conditions before shipping.

Snap shackle Tylaska with large ring
Large ring provides room for up to three additional shackles or
a combination of shackles and lines. Ideal for spinnaker
sheets, guys or other multi-line applications.
Every unit is pull tested and released under several different
load conditions before.

Snap shackle Tylaska with ring
Standard ring provides ample room for attaching a line while
keeping weight and overall shackle length to a minimum. Ideal for
halyards and sheets.
Every unit is pull tested and released under several different load
conditions before.
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Snap shackle Tylaska with shackle and pin
Large ring provides room for up to three additional shackles or a combination of shackles
and lines.
Ideal for spinnaker sheets, guys or other multi-line applications.Every unit is pull tested
and released under several different load conditions before.
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We work with the best brands
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HUNDREDS OF CUSTOMERS SATISFIED WITH OUR SERVICES
We are a rigging company with more than 10 years of experience to
provide quality service to all our clients. Generate success is our
philosophy of work and life. For us our clients are our best reference
of introduction, so we only work with the most successful brands and
the best valued in the nautical world.

